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Born From the Financial Crisis, Bitcoin
Maturation Accelerating

Previous Reset Firms Bitcoin Foundation. On sounder
footing after its previous shakeout, Bitcoin is gaining relative
fuel as stocks reset, if history is a guide. Our graphic depicts
the 2020 crypto decline holding above its 2018 low, which
was about an 80% drawdown from the peak. A little over a
month since its all-time high, the S&P 500 has dropped
below the similar bottom from two years ago. The globaldemand destruction from coronavirus risk is akin to equity
backups in 2008-09 and 2000-02, which were much greater
in duration and on a year-over-year basis.

Performance: Bloomberg Galaxy Cypto Index (BGCI)
March -33%, 2020 to April 2 +2%, One-year -12%
Bitcoin March -28%, 2020 -6%, One-year +41%
(Bloomberg Intelligence) -- The stock market's shakeout will
temporarily drag on Bitcoin, in our view, but with an outcome
more reminiscent of gold's after the 2008 financial crisis.
Coming into existence in 2009, the first-born crypto is faring
relatively well, down less than a quarter as much as the S&P
500 in 2020 despite being almost 5x as risky on a volatilityweighted basis. Bitcoin's 24/7 price transparency, and the
lack of limits, interruptions or third-party oversight, is an
accomplishment for an asset just a decade old.

Bitcoin and gold also stand to be primary beneficiaries of the
unprecedented monetary stimulus that's accompanied by a
mean-reverting stock market.
Covid-19 Distinguishes Bitcoin From Rest of Cryptos. The
macroeconomic effects of the coronavirus accelerate
Bitcoin's process of gaining value relative to other cryptos.
Most of the speculative spurt in the Bloomberg Galaxy
Crypto Index (BGCI) to start 2020 has dissipated, and on a
one-year basis, Bitcoin is up almost 40% to April 2 vs. about a
13% decline in the BGCI. Our graphic depicts the Bitcoin-toBGCI ratio recovering from a dip below its upward-sloping
52-week moving average, along with what looks like a more
enduring decline for other cryptos.

This year marks a key test for Bitcoin's transition toward a
quasi-currency like gold, and we expect it to pass. Unlike the
stock-market reset but similar to gold's, Bitcoin had its
shakeout, stabilizing the foundation amid unprecedented
global monetary stimulus and increasing adoption.

Market Risk With Equities

Bitcoin Set to Continue Advancing vs. Rivals
Post-Shakeout Discounts Solidify Bitcoin and Gold
Foundations. Pricing resets for the primary quasi-currencies,
and this year's shakeout in equities, support Bitcoin and
gold-price appreciation, in our opinion. Bitcoin and gold
appear to be consolidating bull markets that are backing into
support zones vs. stocks, less than two months removed from
record highs.
Bitcoin a Resting Bull Amid Equity Plunge

Initially pulled lower by the ebbing stock-market tide,
Bitcoin's correlation to gold has increased to all-time highs.
Unprecedented quantitative easing supports the quasicurrencies.
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Zero, Negative Base Rates Boost Gold. Conditions favor
advancing gold prices, in our view. The primary risks to derail
the quasi-currency's bull market are conditions prevalent
during much of the past decade -- rapidly advancing stocks,
a strengthening dollar and rising real rates. Such conditions
came on the aftermath of gold reaching an all-time high in
2011. With base rates at zero or negative, and the Federal
Reserve embarking on seemingly unlimited monetary
stimulus akin to 2008, we see gold extending its $1,900-anounce peak as the next in a stair-step recovery process.

Bitcoin Transition to Gold Bull From S&P Bear

Next Step in Gold Recovery: Breaching $1,900 Peak

Bitcoin has returned to its prime consolidation area of 2018
(about $6,000) and appears to be marking time before
following the gold bull market.

Cryptos Performance on BI COMD

If following the script from the 2008-09 financial crisis, the
term "recovery" portends new highs for gold. About $1,000
was the initial threshold then. In today's climate, it's
comparable to $1,900.

The 2020 Bitcoin Maturity Test
Stock-Market Shakeout Accelerates Bitcoin's Gold-Like
Transition. This year will confirm Bitcoin's transition from a
risk-on speculative asset to the crypto market's version of
gold, in our view. From a volatility perspective, declines in
Bitcoin's reading and the rise for the stock market's shifts
performance favor toward the crypto asset.
Bitcoin Divorcing Equities, Joining Gold. Increasing riskasset betas to the rapidly declining S&P 500 firm the price
foundation for Bitcoin and strengthen the cryptos'
relationship with gold, in our view. The benchmark crypto's
backup, like gold's, appears temporary. Our graphic depicts
the 52-week correlation of Bitcoin to gold jumping to the
highest in our database since 2010. Despite spikes in most
betas to stocks', Bitcoin's relationship with gold is about
twice that of equities. Bitcoin's maturation process from
speculative appreciation toward a store-of-value mechanism
akin to gold should continue.
(8am NY, April 2)
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Volatility Tilts Favor Toward Bitcoin. Stock-market volatility
on the rise vs. a decreasingly volatile Bitcoin may tilt
performance bias toward the crypto, if history is a guide.
Despite Bitcoin annualized volatility that's averaged about 5x
that of the S&P 500 in the past year, the crypto is down only
about 5% in 2020 vs. almost 22% for the stock index. For
more-established assets, this would be considered a sign of
divergent strength. For the nascent crypto, it's also an
indication of a transition toward gold-like adoption, maturity
and performance.

It was only a bit over a month ago that the S&P 500 reached
an all-time high, which distorts drawn-down analysis due to
the virus crisis. On a 52-week basis, the index decline of
about 14% is minor historically. In 2000-01 and 2008, the S&P
dropped over 35%.

Futures Taming the Bitcoin Bull
Bitcoin Futures Taming Bull Calf Toward Digital Version
of Gold. The advent of listed futures helped tame the raging
Bitcoin bull market, and we believe is part of the gold-like
transition process in the benchmark crypto. Increasing
futures open interest and volume represent adoption -- key
for the nascent digital asset with limited supply.

Volatility More Beneficial to Bitcoin Than Stocks

Futures Helping to Tame the Bitcoin Bull. Increasing
Bitcoin futures open interest represents mainstream
adoption, which will continue pressuring volatility while
buoying prices, in our view. Limited supply points to demand
and adoption as the primary price determinants for the
benchmark crypto. Our graphic depicts the upward-sloping
trend in Bitcoin futures open interest and the price-taming
process. The swiftest stock-market decline in a generation
has pressured Bitcoin back to its most widely traded price
area since the inception of futures, just below $7,000.

Our graphic shows declining 260-day volatility in Bitcoin vs. a
S&P 500 measure hindered by wobbly equities. Lows in this
volatility spread have coincided with Bitcoin appreciation
periods vs. the S&P 500.

Increasing Futures Open Interest, Adoption

Gold, Bitcoin Have Passed Shakeouts. A primary priceappreciation benefit of gold and Bitcoin, in our view, is they
are on the back ends of significant shakeouts. The 2020
mean-reversion process in the stock market -- with a worthy
catalyst in Covid-19 -- may be more enduring, if history is a
guide, yet the initial drag on the quasi-currencies should be
temporary. They've had their resets. Our graphic depicts the
stronger foundations for gold and Bitcoin after having
corrected about 40% and 80%, respectively, and remaining
well below their peaks.
Bitcoin, Gold have Reset, Equities Turn
Increasing futures open interest, declining volatility and
relative outperformance despite the stock-market shakeout
indicates Bitcoin is maturing from a speculative crypto asset
toward a digital version of gold. On a one-year basis, Bitcoin
is up about 40% vs. a 15% decline for the S&P 500.
Rising Futures Volume and Bitcoin Maturation. Increasing
Bitcoin futures volume represents taming of the highly
speculative bull market, in our view. Up about 120% yearover-year in 1Q, the increase in CME Bitcoin futures contracts
traded reflects a maturing market. The first-born crypto has
recovered from the depths of the bear market over a year
ago, and the advent of listed options trading indicates more
mainstream adoption. Our graphic depicts the 30-day
average of futures volume stabilizing with the Bitcoin price at
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about its most widely traded price, supporting our view of a
consolidating bull market.

Bitcoin Becoming Less of a Risk-On Asset. Bitcoin price
pressure from plunging stocks will prove temporary, in our
view. When the S&P 500 declined almost 14% in 4Q18,
Bitcoin declined about 45%, and both bottomed about the
same time. Indicating the first-born crypto is still susceptible
to the receding stock-market tide, but in more of a bullish
divergent condition, Bitcoin remains up about 9% in 2020
and is hovering near its $8,000 support level, despite about
a 20% S&P 500 correction. Our graphic depicts the spiking
nature of the correlation between Bitcoin and the S&P 500,
notably when equities decline swiftly.

Futures Settling Bitcoin Into Range-Bound Market

Bitcoin More Robust Than 2018 Equity Swoon

Bitcoin, Gold Convergence
Bitcoin and Gold Showing Convergence With Endurance.
Divergent volatility readings have historically supported
Bitcoin price appreciation. The first-born crypto trend is
toward gold-like price action, unlike its much more volatile
early days. Declining Bitcoin volatility vs. rising readings for
the metal signal stronger companionship.

Favorable Bitcoin On-Chain Indicators

Bitcoin Volatility Converging With Gold. Rising gold vs.
declining Bitcoin volatility should support the crypto's price.
Our graphic shows Bitcoin's declining 180-day volatility vs. an
increase in gold's reading, similar to 2015, when the Bitcointo-gold ratio bottomed and commenced the bull market to
the 2017 peak. Natural maturity should continue to pressure
the first-born crypto's volatility. Yet when volatility bottoms, it
typically coincides with recovering prices.

Covid-19 Supporting Bitcoin On-Chain Indicators,
Dominance. Bitcoin on-chain indicators remain price
supportive, and the coronavirus is accelerating the firstborn's outperformance vs. the broader crypto market.
Metrics including addresses used and adjusted transactions
show a firming Bitcoin foundation. Cutting the daily mining
supply in half in May will provide another price tailwind, in
our view.

Volatility Falling in Bitcoin, Rising in Gold
Bitcoin Discount vs. On-Chain Indicators. Bitcoin appears
to be discounted vs. its primary on-chain indicators.
Representing adoption, the 30-day average of active
addresses has stabilized closer to $9,000 vs. about $6,600
on April 2. We find the 10-day average of transactions to be a
more robust trading proxy, and it's about even with the price
on an autoscale basis since 1Q18. These blockchain
measures from Coinmetrics support a key price determinant
of the limited-supply crypto benchmark -- increasing
adoption.
Increasing addresses support Bitcoin's transition toward a
digital version of gold, and we believe margin-call-related
selling should be a temporary headwind to both quasicurrencies.

Gold volatility is on the rise from the two-decade low in 2019,
along with advancing prices, giving it fuel for potential
continuation. Bitcoin volatility should continue declining
toward gold's. The 180-day measure is significant, as its alltime low for Bitcoin in October 2015 (about 40%) marked the
beginning of the bull market.
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Upward Trends - Transactions, Addresses

Central Bank Cryptos May Compete With Libra.
Commercial banks would likely play a key role if the Fed and
other central banks decide to go cashless by issuing a digital
currency. If nonbanks could access central bank money
directly, it could create unintended consequences for the
Fed and disintermediate commercial banks' role as credit
creators and maturity transformation machines. The
coronavirus-induced economic slump may spark the Fed's
interest in a tool that could provide more direct stimulus
beyond just financial markets, though legislation would likely
be required.
BIS Diagrams Bitcoin's Place In Global Finance

Blockchain Topic Primer: Outlook
Covid-19 May Give Libra Life, Spur Fed's Digital Currency
SpiritContributing Analysts Ben Elliott (Government)

Covid-19 may highlight vulnerabilities in cash-based
transactions and markets built on outdated technology,
driving the Fed to reconsider issuing a digital currency,
giving Facebook's Libra new life and prompting mortgage
lenders like Wells Fargo, Truist and U.S. Bank to seek tech
upgrades. A Fed digital currency or payments app may
undercut banks' efforts.

Central banks may also adjust their strategy if private,
permissioned ledgers, such as Facebook's Libra, begin to
gain steam. The Fed may need to be more open to regulated
private money if alternatives such as bitcoin come through
the coronavirus crisis stronger than before.

Virus Highlights Tech Gaps, Gives Rise to Opportunity.
The coronavirus may narrow investors' focus to new
blockchain technologies that address vulnerabilities that
arise during this outbreak. Even with heavy investment,
there's been a conspicuous lack of commercial results in
blockchain, but the mass work-from-home experiment of
early 2020 could catalyze new developments. Investment in
the space tends to exhibit circular logic where money chases
addressable markets that are already well-served or
protected by a regulatory moat.

Wholesale Digital Tokens May Reshape Bank Liquidity.
Wholesale digital tokens based on blockchain -- like
JPMorgan's proposed JPM Coin -- could transform interbank
payments in 2020. Once better understood, the liquidity
issues experienced during the coronavirus outbreak,
especially in mortgages, might be addressed using some
application of blockchain. A first-mover advantage likely
exists for a large bank to create a dominant settlement
platform that's more efficient and less costly. To the extent
wholesale tokens represent claims on haven assets like U.S.
dollars, central bank reserves, or Treasuries, we think
regulators will encourage technological innovations in the
coming years.

VC-Backed Fintech Financing

We see the mortgage market as potential fertile ground,
given stresses that arose as investors began to consider
possible widescale forbearance and a grinding halt in
originations. Contactless transactions (not just payment) and
the primacy of data ownership may also come into focus.
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Blockchain a Dull, Regulated Financial-Market Utility?
Common standards and platforms are essential for banks
and exchanges to use blockchain technology for large-scale
clearing, settlement and payments, but any new system
would attract withering scrutiny from government regulators.
The U.S. Treasury Department and Federal Reserve closely
monitor financial markets' infrastructure and designate key
systems as Financial Market Utilities under Dodd-Frank.
FMUs are regulated so stringently they become quasigovernmental utilities or are mutually owned by participants.

BIS Stylized Model of a Token Arrangement

Key Points:

Wells Fargo, JPMorgan, Bank of America, US Bancorp, Truist
and Citizens are among the top 20 mortgage lenders and
might benefit from blockchain mortgage tech.
Market Infrastructure May Finally Be Revamped.
Blockchain project announcements were everywhere in
recent years, yet the hype failed to pay off. Ripple Labs' 2019
partnership with MoneyGram suggests markets still see
potential for disruption in cross-border payments, yet
Ripple's exposure to its own cryptocurrency threatens its
enterprise software venture. The project's investors,
including Mastercard, Visa, Capital One, Citigroup and Bank
of America, are likely just hedging. Microsoft and IBM backed by JPMorgan and Wells Fargo - are competing to
bring blockchain to markets infrastructure.

Private enterprises interested in creating stablecoins
reserved by safe government assets have a long way to go,
in our view, to overcome bank regulators' concerns about
the creation of money-like assets outside of the commercial
banking system that are susceptible to runs.

Key Points:

{CRYP} Page on the Bloomberg Terminal (8am NY, April 2)

Central bank wholesale payment systems tend to act like
blockchains, but are in need of an update. SWIFT was
breached in 2016 using just a fax machine. Nasdaq,
Intercontinental Exchange, CME Group and other
exchanges, which operate as centralized ledgers, won't be
unseated.
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